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We are armed…
Editorial

… only with
peer-reviewed
science. So says
the rather
brilliant
banner that
features on the
cover of our first issue. The picture
was taken at the Climate Camp
against the third runway at Heathrow
Airport in August of this year. So in
this context, the banner obviously
refers to the link between independent,
peer-reviewed climate science, and the
environmental movement that draws
strength from its findings. It is here
where the battle between science and
its discontents takes on its
full political importance
for the human species. In
the case of Darwinists
versus creationists and
scientists versus
postmodernists, it was possible to
think that maybe the debates were of
purely academic significance. The
issues raised by climate science should
have shattered that illusion. But we
believe that all social activism should
arm itself with science, and that
scientists should join the social
activists. Let us try to explain why.

this. Or, if they fancy themselves more
political or radical, because we no
longer live in an age of revolutions, or
because, with the rise of globalisation,
our room for manoeuvre is more
limited. Or because previous
movements for change have ended in
disaster. No amount of philosophical
dispute or pub-table arguments can
resolve such issues. But if we turn
instead to the subjects that have made
such concerns their special object of
study, we should be delighted to find
that, to at least some extent, the
answers to these questions are already
in. Human societies, in fact, have not
always been dominated by conflict and

political experiments no one else really
knows about” (2004: 96). And yet it
refuses, for the most part, to talk about
it. Anthropology, says Graeber, seems
like a discipline “terrified of its own
potential” (2004: 97). It could so
easily, instead, be an “intellectual
forum for all sorts of planetary
conversations” and make common
cause with social activism for the sake
of human freedom (2004: 105).
This, then, is the ambition of this
journal – to act as just one forum for
this planetary conversation. We start,
of course, relatively modestly, with two
lengthy essays, and one short opinion
piece. But we begin
appropriately – for in
this first issue we feature
representatives of what
are, for us, the two most
exciting trends in the
whole of anthropology. The first is
David Graeber, and we’ve already
heard from him in this editorial. Read
more in his sparkling and original essay
on page 6. The second, we state rather
less modestly, is the school of
anthropology of which this is the
journal, and some of whose arguments
are brilliantly summarised in the essay
by Camilla Power (see page 17) and a
further editorial by RA (page 26). If
Graeber’s project can be glossed as
‘what ethnography can tell us about
political practice and human freedom”,
Power’s is “what the modern science of
human nature can tell us about the
same problem”. These themes will be
continued in Issue 2, with contributions
from linguist Noam Chomsky and
social anthropologist Jerome Lewis.

“Anthropology seems terrified
of its own potential”

It can hardly be denied that we live in a
troubled world. Even those of us lucky
enough to live in a part of the world
not actually in a warzone, or where
there is access to such human essentials
as food and clean water, go through
our lives in a constant state of worry
about our future. If we are not actually
threatened at any one time by the
terrorism and crime we are supposed
to be most concerned about, we feel
anxious and depressed about our
future both as individuals (will I have a
pension?) and as a species (will there
be a planet worth living on?).
The examples could be expanded, but
a list of woes is rarely enough to move
people to do very much about it. This
may be because they think that human
life always has and always will be like

violence, prioritised material gain over
other aspects of our humanity, run
economic life according to market
principles, worked for wages or for
bosses, or been ruled by misery and
exploitation. Revolutions have not
always ended in disaster. Egalitarian
societies in fact still exist – although
they, too, face the constant threat of
annihilation by capitalist powers.
Pre-eminent among such subjects is
anthropology. If what you want is a
theory of how humans have lived, and
how they might live, and how they
bring about and think about change,
then anthropology is the most
promising place to start looking for
one. To use the phrase of one of our
contributors to this issue, David
Graeber, the “fragments” of such a
radical anthropological theory already
exist. There is, to continue with
Graeber’s argument, an obvious
affinity between radical and
anthropological thought since both
have, as he puts it, a “keen awareness
of the very range of human
possibilities” (Graeber 2004: 13).
Anthropologists sit on a “vast archive
of human experience, of social and

To extend this conversation, we
cordially invite letters, articles and
book reviews for future issues. Please
write to us at the address in the box
(bottom left), or email
stuartrag@yahoo.co.uk.
Reference: Graeber D. (2004).
Fragments of An Anarchist Anthropology.
Chicago: Prickly Paradigm.
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David Graeber

“A

ll power to the imagination.” “Be realistic,
demand the
impossible…” Anyone
involved in radical
politics has heard these expressions a
thousand times. Usually they charm
and excite the first time one encounters them, then eventually become so
familiar as to seem hackneyed, or just
disappear into the ambient background noise of radical life. Rarely
if ever are they the object of serious
theoretical reflection.

transformation so often seems
“unrealistic”? What does revolution
mean once one no longer expects a
single, cataclysmic break with past
structures of oppression? These seem
disparate questions, but it seems to me
the answers are related. If in many
cases I brush past existing bodies of
theory, this is quite intentional: I am
trying to see if it is possible to build on
the experience of these movements and
the theoretical currents that inform
them to begin to create something new.
Here is the gist of my argument:

It seems to me that at the current
historical juncture, some such
reflection wouldn’t be a bad idea. We
are at a moment, after all, when
received definitions have been thrown
into disarray. It is quite possible that
we are heading for a revolutionary
moment, or perhaps a series of them,
but we no longer have any clear idea of
what that might even mean. This essay
then is the product of a sustained effort
to try to rethink terms like realism,
imagination, alienation, bureaucracy,
and revolution itself. It’s born of some
six years of involvement with the
alternative globalisation movement
and particularly with its most radical,
anarchist, direct action-oriented
elements. Consider it a kind of
preliminary theoretical report.
I want to ask, among other things, why
is it that these terms – which for most
of us seem rather to evoke long-since
forgotten debates of the 1960s – still
resonate in those circles? Why is it that
the idea of any radical social

1. Right and left political perspectives
are founded, above all, on different
assumptions about the ultimate realities
of power. The right is rooted in a
political ontology of violence, where
being realistic means taking into
account the forces of destruction. In
reply the left has consistently proposed
variations on a political ontology of the
imagination, in which the forces that
are seen as the ultimate realities that

5. One response has been the revival of
the tradition of direct action. In
practice, mass actions reverse the
ordinary insurrectionary sequence.
Rather than a dramatic confrontation
with state power leading first to an
outpouring of popular festivity, the
creation of new democratic
institutions, and eventually the
reinvention of everyday life, in
organising mass mobilisations, activists
drawn principally from subcultural
groups create new, directly democratic
institutions to organise “festivals of
resistance” that ultimately lead to

Revolution

need to be taken into account are those
(forces of production, creativity…) that
bring things into being.

2. The situation is complicated by the
fact that systematic inequalities backed
by force — structural violence —
always produce skewed
and fractured structures
David Graeber is an anthropologist at
of the imagination. It is
Goldsmiths College, University of London.
the experience of living
In his previous books, particularly Towards
inside these fractured
structures that we refer
An Anthropological Theory of Value and
to as “alienation”.
Fragments of An Anarchist Anthropology, he

has spelt out his view of the need for a link
between radical politics and anthropology.
Here, building on his ethnographic work with
direct action activists, he argues that although
theories of revolution today seem unrealistic
and old-hat, revolutionary practice is in good
health. We need, therefore, new theoretical
tools. Can anthropology point the way?
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powers of popular imagination and
creativity to overcome the structures
that create alienation. Over the 20th
century it eventually became apparent
that the real problem was how to
institutionalise such creativity without
creating new, often even more violent
and alienating structures. As a result,
the insurrectionary model no longer
seems completely viable, but it’s not
clear what will replace it.

3. Our customary
conception of
revolution is
insurrectionary: the idea
is to brush aside
existing realities of
violence by
overthrowing the state,
then, to unleash the

confrontations with the state. This is
just one aspect of a more general
movement of reformulation that seems
to me to be inspired in part by the
influence of anarchism, but in even
larger part, by feminism — a
movement that ultimately aims to
recreate the effects of those
insurrectionary moments on an
ongoing basis. Let me take these one
by one.

Part I: “be realistic…”

From early 2000 to late 2002 I was
working with the Direct Action
Network in New York—the principal
group responsible for organising mass
actions as part of the global justice
movement in that city at that time.
Actually, DAN was not, technically, a
group, but a decentralised network,
operating on principles of direct
democracy according to an elaborate,
but strikingly effective, form of

consensus process. It played a central
role in efforts to create new
organisational forms. DAN existed in a
purely political space; it had no
concrete resources, not even a
significant treasury, to administer.
Then one day someone gave DAN a
car. It caused a minor crisis. We soon
discovered that, legally, it is impossible
for a decentralised network to own a
car. Cars can be owned by individuals,
or they can be owned by corporations,
which are fictive individuals. They
cannot be owned by networks. Unless
we were willing to incorporate
ourselves as a nonprofit corporation
(which would have required a
complete reorganisation and
abandoning most of our egalitarian
principles), the only expedient was to
find a volunteer willing to claim to be
the owner for legal purposes. But then
that person was expected to pay all
outstanding fines, insurance fees,
provide written permission to allow
others to drive out of state, and, of

in reverse
course, only he could retrieve the car if
it were impounded. Before long the
DAN car had become such a perennial
problem that we simply abandoned it.

I

t struck me there was something
important here. Why is it that
projects like DAN’s — projects of
democratising society — are so often
perceived as idle dreams that melt
away as soon as they encounter
anything that seems like hard material
reality? In our case it had nothing to
do with inefficiency: police chiefs
across the country had called us the
best organised force they’d ever had to
deal with. It seems to me the reality
effect (if one may call it that) comes
rather from the fact that radical
projects tend to founder, or at least
become endlessly difficult, the moment
they enter into the world of large,
heavy objects: buildings, cars, tractors,
boats, industrial machinery. This in

Direct action: cutting holes in the fabric of reality

turn is not because these objects are
somehow intrinsically difficult to
administer democratically; it’s because,
like the DAN car, they are surrounded
by endless government regulation, and
effectively impossible to hide from the
government’s armed representatives. In
America, I’ve seen endless examples. A
squat is legalised after a long struggle;
suddenly, building inspectors arrive to
announce it will take ten thousand
dollars worth of repairs to bring it up
to code; organisers are forced to spend
the next several years organising bake
sales and soliciting contributions. This
means setting up bank accounts, and
legal regulations then specify how a
group receiving funds, or dealing with
the government, must be organised
(again, not as an egalitarian collective).
All these regulations are enforced by
violence. True, in ordinary life, police
rarely come in swinging billy clubs to
enforce building code regulations, but,

as anarchists often discover, if one
simply pretends they don’t exist, that
will, eventually, happen. The rarity
with which the nightsticks actually
appear just helps to make the violence
harder to see. This in turn makes the
effects of all these regulations —
regulations that almost always assume
that normal relations between
individuals are mediated by the
market, and that normal groups are
organised hierarchically — seem to
emanate not from the government’s
monopoly of the use of force, but from
the largeness, solidity, and heaviness of
the objects themselves.
When one is asked to be “realistic”,
then, the reality one is normally being
asked to recognise is not one of
natural, material facts; neither is it
really some supposed ugly truth about
human nature. Normally it’s a
recognition of the effects of the
systematic threat of violence. It even
threads our language. Why, for
example, is a building referred to as
“real property”, or “real estate”? The
“real” in this usage is not derived from
Latin res, or “thing”: it’s from the
Spanish real, meaning, “royal”,
“belonging to the king”. All land
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within a sovereign territory ultimately
belongs to the sovereign; legally this is
still the case. This is why the state has
the right to impose its regulations. But
sovereignty ultimately comes down to
a monopoly of what is euphemistically
referred to as “force” — that is,
violence. Just as Giorgio Agamben
famously argued that from the
perspective of sovereign power,
something is alive because you can kill
it, so property is “real” because the
state can seize or destroy it. In the
same way, when one takes a “realist”
position in International Relations, one
assumes that states will use whatever
capacities they have at their disposal,
including force of arms, to pursue their
national interests. What “reality” is
one recognising?
Certainly not material
reality. The idea that
nations are human-like
entities with purposes
and interests is an entirely
metaphysical notion. The
King of France had
purposes and interests.
“France” does not. What makes it
seem “realistic” to suggest it does is
simply that those in control of nationstates have the power to raise armies,
launch invasions, bomb cities, and can
otherwise threaten the use of organised
violence in the name of what they
describe as their “national interests” —
and that it would be foolish to ignore
that possibility. National interests are
real because they can kill you.

Police are experts in the scientific
application of physical force in order
to enforce the laws that govern society.
This is to my mind the essence of rightwing thought: a political ontology that
through such subtle means, allows
violence to define the very parameters
of social existence and common sense.
The left, on the other hand, has always
been founded on a different set of
assumptions about what is ultimately
real, about the very grounds of
political being. Obviously leftists don’t
deny the reality of violence. Many
leftist theorists have thought about it
quite a lot. But they don’t tend to give
it the same foundational status.

socialists like St. Simon were arguing
that artists needed to become the avant
garde – or “vanguard”, as he put it –
of a new social order, providing the
grand visions that industry now had
the power to bring into being. What at
the time might have seemed the fantasy
of an eccentric pamphleteer soon
became the charter for a sporadic,
uncertain, but apparently permanent
alliance that endures to this day. If
artistic avant gardes and social
revolutionaries have felt a peculiar
affinity for one another ever since,
borrowing each other’s languages and
ideas, it appears to have been insofar
as both have remained committed to
the idea that the ultimate, hidden truth
of the world is that it is something that
we make, and
could just as
easily make
differently. In
this sense, a
phrase like “all
power to the
imagination”
expresses the
very quintessence of the left.

“Police chiefs across the country
called us the best organised force
they’d ever had to deal with”

T

he critical term here is
“force”, as in “the state’s
monopoly of the use of coercive
force.” Whenever we hear this word
invoked, we find ourselves in the
presence of a political ontology in
which the power to destroy, to cause
others pain or to threaten to break,
damage, or mangle their bodies (or just
lock them in a tiny room for the rest of
their lives) is treated as the social
equivalent of the very energy that
drives the cosmos. Contemplate, for
instance, the metaphors and
displacements that make it possible to
construct the following two sentences:

Scientists investigate the nature of
physical laws so as to understand the
forces that govern the universe.
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Instead, I would argue that leftist
thought is founded on what I will call a
“political ontology of the imagination”
— though I could as easily have called
it an ontology of creativity or making
or invention. Nowadays, most of us
tend to identify it with the legacy of
Marx, with his emphasis on social
revolution and forces of material
production. But really Marx’s terms
emerged from much wider arguments
about value, labour, and creativity
current in radical circles of his time,
whether in the worker’s movement, or
for that matter various strains of
Romanticism. Marx himself, for all his
contempt for the utopian socialists of
his day, never ceased to insist that what
makes human beings different from
animals is that architects, unlike bees,
first raise their structures in the
imagination. It was the unique
property of humans, for Marx, that
they first envision things, then bring
them into being. It was this process he
referred to as “production”. Around
the same time, utopian

To this emphasis on forces of creativity
and production, of course the right
tends to reply that revolutionaries
systematically neglect the social and
historical importance of the “means of
destruction”: states, armies,
executioners, barbarian invasions,
criminals, unruly mobs, and so on.
Pretending such things are not there, or
can simply be wished away, they argue,
has the result of ensuring that left-wing
regimes will in fact create far more
death and destruction than those that
have the wisdom to take a more
“realistic” approach.
Obviously, this dichotomy is very
much a simplification. One could level
endless qualifications. The bourgeoisie
of Marx’s time, for instance, had an
extremely productivist philosophy —
one reason Marx could see it as a
revolutionary force. Elements of the
right dabbled with the artistic ideal,
and 20th-century Marxist regimes
often embraced essentially rightwing theories of power.
Nonetheless, I think these are useful
terms because even if one treats
“imagination” and “violence” not

as the single hidden truth of the world
but as immanent principles, as equal
constituents of any social reality, they
can reveal a great deal one would not
be able to see otherwise. For one thing,
everywhere, imagination and violence
seem to interact in predictable, and
quite significant, ways.
Let me start with a few words on
violence, providing a very schematic
overview of arguments that I have
developed in somewhat greater detail
elsewhere.

Part II: on violence and
imaginative displacement

I’m an anthropologist by profession
and anthropological discussions of
violence are almost always prefaced by
statements that violent acts are acts of
communication, that they are
inherently meaningful, and that this is
what is truly important about them. In
other words, violence operates largely
through the imagination.
All of this is true. I would hardly want
to discount the importance of fear and
terror in human life. Acts of violence
can be — indeed, often are — acts of
communication. But the same could be
said of any other form of human
action, too. It strikes me that what is
really important about violence is that
it is perhaps the only form of human
action that holds out the possibility of
operating on others without being
communicative. Let me put this more
precisely. Violence may well be the
only way in which it is possible for one
human being to have relatively
predictable effects on the actions of
another without understanding
anything about them. Pretty much any
other way one might try to influence
another’s actions, one at least has to
have some idea who they think they
are, who they think you are, what they
might want out of the situation, and a
host of similar considerations. Hit
them over the head hard enough, all
this becomes irrelevant. It’s true that
the effects one can have by hitting
them are quite limited. But they are
real enough, and the fact remains that
any alternative form of action cannot,
without some sort of appeal to shared
meanings or understandings, have any
sort of effect at all.

Unlike animals, we first raise our projects in our imaginations
What’s more, even attempts to
influence another by the threat of
violence, which clearly does require
some level of shared understandings (at
the very least, the other party must
understand they are being threatened,
and what is being demanded of them),
requires much less than any alternative.
Most human relations — particularly
ongoing ones, such as those between
longstanding friends or longstanding
enemies — are extremely complicated,
endlessly dense with experience and
meaning. They require a continual and
often subtle work of interpretation;
everyone involved must put constant
energy into imagining the other’s point
of view. Threatening others with
physical harm, on the other hand,
allows the possibility of cutting through
all this. It makes possible relations of a
far more schematic kind: ie, ‘cross this
line and I will shoot you and otherwise
I really don’t care who you are or what
you want’. This is, for instance, why
violence is so often the preferred
weapon of the stupid: one could almost
say, the trump card of the stupid, since
it is the form of stupidity to which it is
most difficult to come up with any
intelligent response.

T

here is, however, one crucial
qualification to be made. The
more evenly matched two
parties are in their capacity for
violence, the less all this tends to be

true. If one is involved in a relatively
equal contest of violence, it is indeed a
very good idea to understand as much
as possible about them. A military
commander will obviously try to get
inside his opponent’s mind. It’s really
only when one side has an overwhelming advantage in their capacity
to cause physical harm that this is no
longer the case. Of course, when one
side has an overwhelming advantage,
they rarely have to actually resort to
actually shooting, beating, or blowing
people up. The threat will usually
suffice. This has a curious effect. It
means that the most characteristic
quality of violence — its capacity to
impose very simple social relations that
involve little or no imaginative
identification — becomes most salient
in situations where actual, physical
violence is likely to be least present.
We can speak here (as many do) of
structural violence: that systematic
inequalities that are ultimately backed
up by the threat of force can be seen
as a form of violence in themselves.
Systems of structural violence
invariably seem to produce extreme,
lopsided structures of imaginative
identification. It’s not that interpretive
work isn’t carried out. Society, in
any recognisable form, could not
operate without it. Rather, the
overwhelming burden of the labour is
relegated to its victims.
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Let me start with the household. A
constant staple of 1950s situation
comedies, in America, were jokes
about the impossibility of
understanding women. The jokes, of
course, were always told by men.
Women’s logic was always being
treated as alien and incomprehensible.
One never had the impression, on the
other hand, that women had much
trouble understanding the men. That’s
because the women had no choice but
to understand men: this was the
heyday of the patriarchal family, and
women with no access to their own
income or resources had little choice
but to spend a fair amount of time and
energy understanding what the
relevant men thought was going on.
Actually, this sort of rhetoric about the
mysteries of womankind is a perennial
feature of patriarchal families:
structures that can, indeed, be
considered forms of structural violence
insofar as the power of men over
women within them is, as generations
of feminists have pointed out,
ultimately backed up, if often in
indirect and hidden ways, by all sorts
of coercive force. But generations of
female novelists — Virginia Wolfe
comes immediately to mind — have
also documented the other side of this:
the constant work women perform in
managing, maintaining, and adjusting
the egos of apparently oblivious men

— involving an endless work of
imaginative identification and what
I’ve called interpretive labour. This
carries over on every level. Women are
always imagining what things look like
from a male point of view. Men almost
never do the same for women. This is
presumably the reason why in so many
societies with a pronounced gendered
division of labour (that is, most
societies), women know a great deal
about what men do every day, and
men have next to no idea about
women’s occupations. Faced with the
prospect of even trying to imagine a
women’s perspective, many recoil in
horror. In the US, one popular trick
among high school creative writing
teachers is to assign students to write
an essay imagining that they were to
switch genders, and describe what it
would be like to live for one day as a
member of the opposite sex. The
results are almost always exactly the
same: all the girls in class write long
and detailed essays demonstrating that
they have spent a great deal of time
thinking about such questions; roughly
half the boys refuse to write the essay
entirely. Almost invariably they express
profound resentment about having to
imagine what it might be like to be a
woman.
It should be easy enough to multiply
parallel examples. When something
goes wrong in a restaurant kitchen,

The world looks different from a cop’s point of view
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and the boss appears to size things up,
he is unlikely to pay much attention to
a collection of workers all scrambling
to explain their version of the story.
Likely as not he’ll tell them all to shut
up and just arbitrarily decide what he
thinks is likely to have happened:
“you’re the new guy, you must have
messed up — if you do it again, you’re
fired.” It’s those who do not have the
power to fire arbitrarily who have to
do the work of figuring out what
actually happened. What occurs on the
most petty or intimate level also occurs
on the level of society as a whole.

C

uriously enough it was Adam
Smith, in his Theory of Moral
Sentiments (1761), who first
made notice of what’s nowadays
labeled “compassion fatigue”. Human
beings, he observed, appear to have a
natural tendency not only to
imaginatively identify with their
fellows, but also, as a result, to actually
feel one another’s joys and pains. The
poor, however, are just too consistently
miserable, and as a result, observers,
for their own self-protection, tend to
simply blot them out. The result is that
while those on the bottom spend a
great deal of time imagining the
perspectives of, and actually caring
about, those on the top, it almost never
happens the other way around. That is
my real point. Whatever the
mechanisms, something like this
always seems to occur, whether one is
dealing with masters and servants, men
and women, bosses and workers, rich
and poor. Structural inequality —
structural violence — invariably
creates the same lopsided structures of
the imagination. And since, as Smith
correctly observed, imagination tends
to bring with it sympathy, the victims
of structural violence tend to care
about its beneficiaries, or at least, to
care far more about them than those
beneficiaries care about them. In fact,
this might well be (aside from the
violence itself) the single most powerful
force preserving such relations.
It is easy to see bureaucratic procedures
as an extension of this phenomenon.
One might say they are not so much
themselves forms of stupidity and
ignorance as modes of organising
situations already marked by stupidity

and ignorance owing to the existence of
structural violence. True, bureaucratic
procedure operates as if it were a form
of stupidity in that it invariably means
ignoring all the subtleties of real human
existence and reducing everything to
simple pre-established mechanical or
statistical formulae. Whether it’s a
matter of forms, rules, statistics, or
questionnaires, bureaucracy is always
about simplification. Ultimately the
effect is not so different from the boss
who walks in to make an arbitrary
snap decision as to what went wrong:
it’s a matter of applying very simple
schemas to complex, ambiguous
situations.
The same goes, in fact, for police, who
are after all simply low-level
administrators with guns. Police
sociologists have long since
demonstrated that only a tiny fraction
of police work has anything to do with
crime. Police are, rather, the immediate
representatives of the state’s monopoly
of violence, those who step in to
actively simplify situations (for
example, were someone to actively
challenge some bureaucratic
definition). Simultaneously, police have
become, in contemporary industrial
democracies, America in particular, the
almost obsessive objects of popular
imaginative identification. In fact, the
public is constantly invited, in a
thousand TV shows and movies, to see
the world from a police officer’s
perspective, even if it is always the
perspective of imaginary police
officers, the kind who actually do
spend their time fighting crime rather
than concerning themselves with
broken tail lights or open container
laws.

IIa: excursus on transcendent
versus immanent imagination

To imaginatively identify with an
imaginary policeman is, of course, not
the same as to imaginatively identify
with a real one (most Americans, in
fact, avoid real policeman like the
plague). This is a critical distinction,
however much an increasingly
digitalised world makes it easy to
confuse the two.
It is here helpful to consider the history
of the word “imagination”. The

common ancient and
medieval conception,
what we call “the
imagination”, was
considered the zone of
passage between
reality and reason.
Perceptions from the
material world had to
pass through the
imagination, becoming
emotionally charged in
the process and mixing
with all sorts of
phantasms, before the
rational mind could
grasp their
significance. Intentions
and desires moved in
the opposite direction.
It’s only after
Descartes, really, that
the word “imaginary”
came to mean,
specifically, anything
that is not real:
imaginary creatures,
imaginary places
(Middle Earth,
Narnia, planets in
faraway galaxies, the
Kingdom of Prester
John…), imaginary
friends. By this
definition, of course, a
“political ontology of
the imagination”
would actually be a
contradiction in terms. The
imagination cannot be the basis of
reality. It is by definition that which we
can think, but has no reality.

“Women are always
imagining what things
look like from a male point
of view. Men almost never
do the same for women’”

I’ll refer to this latter as “the
transcendent notion of the
imagination” since it seems to take as
its model novels or other works of
fiction that create imaginary worlds
that presumably remain the same no
matter how many times one reads
them. Imaginary creatures — elves or
unicorns or TV cops — are not
affected by the real world. They
cannot be, since they don’t exist. In
contrast, the kind of imagination I
have been referring to here is much
closer to the old, immanent,
conception. Critically, it is in no sense
static and free-floating, but entirely
caught up in projects of action that

aim to have real effects on the material
world, and, as such, always changing
and adapting. This is equally true
whether one is crafting a knife or a
piece of jewelry, or trying to make sure
one doesn’t hurt a friend’s feelings.

O

ne might get a sense of how
important this distinction really
is by returning to the ‘68
slogan about giving power to the
imagination. If one takes this to refer to
the transcendent imagination — preformed utopian schemes, for example
— doing so can, we know, have
disastrous effects. Historically, it has
often meant imposing them by violence.
On the other hand, in a revolutionary
situation, one might by the same token
argue that not giving full power to the
other, immanent, sort of imagination
would be equally disastrous.
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The relation of violence and
imagination is made much more
complicated because while in every
case structural inequalities tend to split
society into those doing imaginative
labour, and those who do not, they do
so in very different ways.
Capitalism here is a dramatic case in
point. Political economy tends to see
work in capitalist societies as divided
between two spheres: wage labour, for
which the paradigm is always
factories, and domestic labour —
housework, childcare — relegated
mainly to women. The first is seen
primarily as a matter of creating and
maintaining physical objects. The
second is probably best seen as a
matter of creating and maintaining
people and social relations. The
distinction is obviously a bit of a
caricature: there has never been a
society, not even Engels’ Manchester
or Victor Hugo’s Paris, where most
men were factory workers or most
women worked exclusively as
housewives. Still, it is a useful starting
point since it reveals an interesting
divergence. In the sphere of industry, it
is generally those on top that relegate
to themselves the more imaginative
tasks (ie, that design the products and
organise production), whereas when
inequalities emerge in the sphere of

social production, it’s those on the
bottom who end up expected to do the
major imaginative work (for example,
the bulk of what I’ve called the ‘labour
of interpretation’ that keeps life
running).
No doubt all this makes it easier to see
the two as fundamentally different
sorts of activity, making it hard for us
to recognise interpretive labour, for
example, or most of what we usually
think of as women’s work, as labour at
all. To my mind it would probably be
better to recognise it as the primary
form of labour. Insofar as a clear
distinction can be made here, it’s the
care, energy, and labour directed at
human beings that should be
considered fundamental.

T

he things we care most about —
our loves, passions, rivalries,
obsessions — are always other
people; and in most societies that are
not capitalist, it’s taken for granted
that the manufacture of material goods
is a subordinate moment in a larger
process of fashioning people. In fact, I
would argue that one of the most
alienating aspects of capitalism is the
fact that it forces us to pretend that it
is the other way around, and that
societies exist primarily to increase
their output of things.

Part III: on alienation

In the 20th century, death terrifies men
less than the absence of real life. All
these dead, mechanised, specialised
actions, stealing a little bit of life a
thousand times a day until the mind
and body are exhausted, until that
death which is not the end of life but
the final saturation with absence.
Raoul Vaneigem, The Revolution of
Everyday Life
Creativity and desire — what we often
reduce, in political economy terms, to
“production” and “consumption” —
are essentially vehicles of the
imagination. Structures of inequality
and domination, structural violence if
you will, tend to skew the imagination.
They might create situations where
labourers are relegated to mindnumbing, boring, mechanical jobs and
only a small elite is allowed to indulge
in imaginative labour, leading to the
feeling, on the part of the workers, that
they are alienated from their own
labour, that their very deeds belong to
someone else. It might also create
social situations where kings,
politicians, celebrities or CEOs prance
about oblivious to almost everything
around them while their wives,
servants, staff, and handlers spend all
their time engaged in the imaginative
work of maintaining them in their
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fantasies. Most situations of inequality
I suspect combine elements of both.
The subjective experience of living
inside such lopsided structures of
imagination is what we are referring to
when we talk about “alienation”.
It strikes me that, if nothing else, this
perspective would help explain the
lingering appeal of theories of
alienation in revolutionary circles, even
when the academic left has long since
abandoned them. If
one enters an
anarchist Infoshop,
almost anywhere in
the world, the
French authors one
is likely to
encounter will still
largely consist of
situationists like Guy Debord and
Raoul Vaneigem, the great theorists of
alienation (alongside theorists of the
imagination like Cornelius
Castoriadis).

which emerged in the immediate
aftermath of ‘68, was largely born of
the rejection of this sort of analysis. It
is now simple common sense among
social theorists that one cannot define
a society as unnatural unless one
assumes that there is some natural way
for society to be, inhuman unless there
is some authentic human essence, that
one cannot say that the self is
fragmented unless it would be possible
to have a unified self, and so on. Since
these positions are untenable — since

the result of that warping and
shattering of the imagination that is the
inevitable effect of structural violence.

Part IV: on revolution

The situationists, like many ‘60s
radicals, wished to strike back through
a strategy of direct action: creating
“situations” by creative acts of
subversion that undermined the logic
of the spectacle and allowed actors to
at least momentarily recapture their
imaginative powers. At the same time,
they also felt all this
was inevitably
leading up to a great
insurrectionary
moment — “the”
revolution, properly
speaking. If the
events of May ‘68
showed anything, it
was that if one does not aim to seize
state power, there can be no such
fundamental, one-time break. The
main difference between the
situationists and their most avid
current readers is that the millenarian
element has almost completely fallen
away. No one thinks the skies are
about to open any time soon. There is
a consolation though: that as a result,
as close as one can come to
experiencing genuine revolutionary
freedom, one can begin to experience it
immediately. Consider the following
statement from the CrimethInc
collective, probably the most inspiring
young anarchist propagandists
operating in the situationist tradition
today:

“Theories of alienation would seem
to have no basis. But, if so, how do
we account for the experience?”

For a long time I was genuinely
puzzled as to how so many suburban
American teenagers could be
entranced, for instance, by Raoul
Vaneigem’s The Revolution of
Everyday Life — a book, after all,
written in Paris almost 40 years ago. In
the end I decided it must be because
Vaneigem’s book was, in its own way,
the highest theoretical expression of
the feelings of rage, boredom, and
revulsion that almost any adolescent at
some point feels when confronted with
the middle-class existence. The sense of
a life broken into fragments, with no
ultimate meaning or integrity; of a
cynical market system selling its
victims commodities and spectacles
that themselves represent tiny false
images of the very sense of totality and
pleasure and community the market
has in fact destroyed; the tendency to
turn every relation into a form of
exchange, to sacrifice life for
“survival”, pleasure for renunciation,
creativity for hollow homogenous units
of power or “dead time” — on some
level all this clearly still rings true.
The question though is why.
Contemporary social theory offers
little explanation. Poststructuralism,

there is no natural condition for
society, no authentic human essence,
no unitary self — theories of alienation
have no basis. As arguments, all this
seems hard to refute. But, if so, how do
we account for the experience?
Still, if one really thinks about it, what
are academic theorists saying? They
are saying that the idea of a unitary
subject, a whole society, a natural
order, are unreal. That all these things
are simply figments of our
imagination. True enough. But then:
what else could they be? And why is
that a problem? If imagination is
indeed a constituent element in the
process of how we produce our social
and material realities, there is every
reason to believe that it proceeds
through producing images of totality.
That’s simply how the imagination
works. One must be able to imagine
oneself and others as integrated
subjects in order to be able to produce
beings that are in fact endlessly
multiple, imagine some sort of
coherent, bounded “society” in order
to produce that chaotic open-ended
network of social relations that
actually exists, and so forth. Normally,
people seem able to live with the
disparity. The question, it seems to me,
is why in certain times and places, the
recognition of it instead tends to spark
rage and despair, feelings that the
social world is a hollow travesty or
malicious joke. This, I would argue, is

We must make our freedom by cutting
holes in the fabric of this reality, by
forging new realities which will, in
turn, fashion us. Putting yourself in
new situations constantly is the only
way to ensure that you make your
decisions unencumbered by the inertia
of habit, custom, law, or prejudice —
and it is up to you to create these
situations.
Freedom only exists in the moment of
revolution. And those moments are not
as rare as you think. Change,
revolutionary change, is going on
constantly and everywhere — and
everyone plays a part in it, consciously
or not.
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W

hat is this but an elegant
statement of the logic of
direct action: the defiant
insistence on acting as if one is already
free? The obvious question is how it
can contribute to an overall strategy,
one that should lead to a cumulative
movement towards a world without
states and capitalism. Here, no one is
completely sure. Most assume the
process could only be one of endless
improvisation. Insurrectionary
moments there will certainly be. Likely
as not, quite a few of them. But they
will most likely be one element in a far
more complex and multifaceted
revolutionary process whose outlines
could hardly, at this point, be fully
anticipated.
In retrospect, what seems strikingly
naïve is the old assumption that a
single uprising or
successful civil war
could, as it were,
neutralise the entire
apparatus of
structural violence,
at least within a
particular national
territory: that within
that territory, right-wing realities could
be simply swept away, to leave the field
open for an untrammeled outpouring
of revolutionary creativity. But if so,
the truly puzzling thing is that, at
certain moments of human history,
that appeared to be exactly what was
happening. It seems to me that if we
are to have any chance of grasping the
new, emerging conception of
revolution, we need to begin by
thinking again about the quality of
these insurrectionary moments.

toward the student/worker uprising
could almost immediately afterwards
return to the polls and elect a rightwing government? The most common
historical explanations — that the
revolutionaries didn’t really represent
the public or its interests, but that
elements of the public perhaps became
caught up in some sort of irrational
effervescence — seem obviously
inadequate.
First of all, they assume that “the
public” is an entity with opinions,
interests, and allegiances that can be
treated as relatively consistent over
time. In fact what we call “the public”
is created, produced, through specific
institutions that allow specific forms of
action — taking polls, watching
television, voting, signing petitions or
writing letters to elected officials or

magazine or paper — if a journalist
were to attempt to write such a
sentence, their editor would certainly
change it. It is especially odd since the
public does apparently have to go to
work: this is why, as leftist critics often
complain, the media will always talk
about how, say, a transport strike is
likely to inconvenience the public, in
their capacity of commuters, but it will
never occur to them that those striking
are themselves part of the public, or
that whether if they succeed in raising
wage levels this will be a public benefit.
And certainly the “public” does not go
out into the streets. Its role is as
audience to public spectacles, and
consumers of public services. When
buying or using goods and services
privately supplied, the same collection
of individuals become something else
(“consumers”), just as in other
contexts of action it
is relabeled a
“nation”,
“electorate”, or
“population”. All
these entities are
the product of
institutions and
institutional
practices that, in turn, define certain
horizons of possibility. Hence when
voting in parliamentary elections one
might feel obliged to make a “realistic”
choice; in an insurrectionary situation,
on the other hand, suddenly anything
seems possible.

“The practical work of developing a
new revolutionary paradigm has
been the work of feminism”

O

ne of the most remarkable
things about such moments is
how they can seem to burst
out of nowhere — and then, often,
dissolve away as quickly. How is it that
the same “public” that two months
before, say, the Paris Commune, or
Spanish Civil War, had voted in a fairly
moderate social-democratic regime will
suddenly find itself willing to risk their
lives for the same ultra-radicals who
received a fraction of the actual vote?
Or, to return to May ‘68, how is it that
the same public that seemed to support
or at least feel strongly sympathetic
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attending public hearings — and not
others. These frames of action imply
certain ways of talking, thinking,
arguing, deliberating. The same
“public” that may widely indulge in
the use of recreational chemicals may
also consistently vote to make such
indulgences illegal; the same collection
of citizens are likely to come to
completely different decisions on
questions affecting their communities if
organised into a parliamentary system,
a system of computerised plebiscites,
or a nested series of public assemblies.
In fact the entire anarchist project of
reinventing direct democracy is
premised on assuming this is the case.
To illustrate what I mean, consider that
in America the same collection of
people referred to in one context as
“the public” can in another be referred
to as “the workforce”. They become a
“workforce”, of course, when they are
engaged in different sorts of activity.
The “public” does not work — at
least, a sentence like “most of the
American public works in the service
industry” would never appear in a

A great deal of recent revolutionary
thought essentially asks: what, then,
does this collection of people become
during such insurrectionary moments?
For the last few centuries the
conventional answer has been “the
people”, and all modern legal regimes
ultimately trace their legitimacy to
moments of “constituent power”,
when the people rise up, usually in
arms, to create a new constitutional
order. The insurrectionary paradigm,
in fact, is embedded in the very idea of
the modern state. A number of
European theorists, understanding that
the ground has shifted, have proposed
a new term, “the multitude”, an entity
that cannot by definition become the
basis for a new national or
bureaucratic state. For me the project
is deeply ambivalent.

In the terms I’ve been developing, what
“the public”, “the workforce”,
“consumers”, “population” all have in
common is that they are brought into
being by institutionalised frames of
action that are inherently bureaucratic,
and therefore, profoundly alienating.
Voting booths, television screens, office
cubicles, hospitals, the ritual that
surrounds them — one might say these
are the very machinery of alienation.
They are the instruments through
which the human imagination is
smashed and shattered. Insurrectionary
moments are moments when this
bureaucratic apparatus is neutralised.
Doing so always seems to have the
effect of throwing horizons of
possibility wide open. This is only to
be expected if one of the main things
that apparatus normally does is to
enforce extremely limited ones. (This is
probably why, as Rebecca Solnit has
observed, people often experience
something very similar during natural
disasters.) This would explain why
revolutionary moments always seem to
be followed by an outpouring of social,
artistic, and intellectual creativity.
Normally-unequal structures of
imaginative identification are
disrupted; everyone is experimenting
with trying to see the world from
unfamiliar points of view. Normallyunequal structures of creativity are
disrupted; everyone feels not only the
right, but usually the immediate
practical need to recreate and
reimagine everything around them.

H

ence the ambivalence of the
process of renaming. On the
one hand, it is understandable
that those who wish to make radical
claims would like to know in whose
name they are making them. On the
other, if what I’ve been saying is true,
the whole project of first invoking a
revolutionary “multitude”, and then to
start looking for the dynamic forces
that lie behind it, begins to look a lot
like the first step of that very process of
institutionalisation that must
eventually kill the very thing it
celebrates. Subjects (publics, peoples,
workforces…) are created by specific
institutional structures that are
essentially frameworks for action.
They are what they do. What
revolutionaries do is to break existing

frames to create new
horizons of
possibility, an act
that then allows a
radical restructuring
of the social
imagination. This is
perhaps the one
form of action that
cannot, by
definition, be
institutionalised.
This is why a
number of
revolutionary
thinkers, from
Raffaele Laudani in
Italy to the
Collectivo
Situaciones in
Argentina, have
The author: it’s time to take revolution seriously again
begun to suggest it
might be better here
impact on the work of most male
to speak not of “constituent” but
theorists.
“destituent power”.

IVa: revolution in reverse

There is a strange paradox in Marx’s
approach to revolution. Generally
speaking, when Marx speaks of
material creativity, he speaks of
“production”, and here he insists, as
I’ve mentioned, that the defining
feature of humanity is that we first
imagine things, and then try to bring
them into being. When he speaks of
social creativity it is almost always in
terms of revolution, but here, he insists
that imagining something and then
trying to bring it into being is precisely
what we should never do. That would
be utopianism, and for utopianism, he
had only withering contempt. The
most generous interpretation, I would
suggest, is that Marx on some level
understood that the production of
people and social relations worked on
different principles, but also knew he
did not really have a theory of what
those principles were. Probably it was
only with the rise of feminist theory —
that I was drawing on so liberally in
my earlier analysis — that it became
possible to think systematically about
such issues. I might add that it is a
profound reflection on the effects of
structural violence on the imagination
that feminist theory itself was so
quickly sequestered away into its own
subfield where it has had almost no

It seems to me no coincidence, then,
that so much of the real practical work
of developing a new revolutionary
paradigm in recent years has also been
the work of feminism; or anyway, that
feminist concerns have been the main
driving force in their transformation.
In America, the current anarchist
obsession with consensus and other
forms of directly democratic process
traces back directly to organisational
issues within the feminist movement.
What had begun, in the late ‘60s and
early ‘70s, as small, intimate, often
anarchist-inspired collectives were
thrown into crisis when they started
growing rapidly in size. Rather than
abandon the search for consensus in
decision-making, many began trying to
develop more formal versions on the
same principles. This, in turn, inspired
some radical Quakers (who had
previously seen their own consensus
decision-making as primarily a
religious practice) to begin creating
training collectives. By the time of the
direct action campaigns against the
nuclear power industry in the late ‘70s,
the whole apparatus of affinity groups,
spokescouncils, consensus and
facilitation had already begun to take
something like it’s contemporary form.
The resulting outpouring of new forms
of consensus process constitutes the
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most important contribution to
revolutionary practice in decades. It is
largely the work of feminists engaged
in practical organising — a majority,
probably, tied to the anarchist
tradition. This makes it all the more
ironic that male theorists who have not
themselves engaged in on-the-ground
organising so often feel obliged to
include, in otherwise sympathetic
statements, a ritualised condemnation
of consensus.

T

he organisation of mass actions
themselves —
festivals of
resistance, as they are
often called — can be
considered pragmatic
experiments in
whether it is indeed
possible to institutionalise the
experience of liberation, the giddy
realignment of imaginative powers,
everything that is most powerful in the
experience of a successful spontaneous
insurrection. Or if not to
institutionalise it, perhaps, to produce
it on call. The effect for those involved
is as if everything were happening in
reverse. A revolutionary uprising
begins with battles in the streets,
and if successful, proceeds to
outpourings of popular effervescence
and festivity. There follows the sober
business of creating new institutions,
councils, decision-making processes,
and ultimately the reinvention of
everyday life.

as just as liberating as the situations
themselves. It is an experiment one
might say in the realignment of
imagination, of creating truly nonalienated forms of experience.

Conclusion

Obviously it is also attempting to do so
in a context in which, far from being
put in temporary abeyance, state
power (in many parts of the globe at
least) so suffuses every aspect of daily
existence that its armed representatives
intervene to regulate the internal
organisational
structure of
groups allowed to
cash cheques or
own and operate
motor vehicles.
One of the
remarkable things about the current,
neoliberal age is that bureaucracy has
come to seem so all-encompassing —
this period has seen, after all, the
creation of the first effective global
administrative system in human history
— that we don’t even see it any more.
At the same time, the pressures of
operating within a context of endless
regulation, repression, sexism, racial
and class dominance, tend to ensure
many who get drawn into the politics
of direct action experience a constant
alternation of exaltation and burn-out,
moments where everything seems
possible alternating with moments
where nothing does. In other parts of
the world, autonomy is much easier to
achieve, but at the cost of isolation or
almost complete absence of resources.
How to create alliances between
different zones of possibility is a
fundamental problem.

“Revolutionary theory has advanced
less quickly than practice”

S

uch at least is the ideal, and
certainly there have been
moments in human history where
something like that has begun to
happen — much though, again, such
spontaneous creations always seems to
end up being subsumed within some
new form of violent bureaucracy.
However, as I’ve noted, this is more or
less inevitable since bureaucracy,
however much it serves as the
immediate organiser of situations of
power and structural blindness, does
not create them. Mainly, it simply
evolves to manage them.

This is one reason direct action
proceeds in the opposite direction.
Probably a majority of the participants
are drawn from subcultures that are all
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about reinventing everyday life. Even if
not, actions begin with the creation of
new forms of collective decisionmaking: councils, assemblies, the
endless attention to “process” — and
uses those forms to plan the street
actions and popular festivities. The
result is, usually, a dramatic
confrontation with armed
representatives of the state. While most
organisers would be delighted to see
things escalate to a popular
insurrection, and something like that
does occasionally happen, most would

not expect these to mark any kind of
permanent breaks in reality. They serve
more as something almost along the
lines of momentary advertisements —
or better, foretastes, experiences of
visionary inspiration — for a much
slower, painstaking struggle of creating
alternative institutions.
One of the most important
contributions of feminism, it seems to
me, has been to constantly remind
everyone that “situations” do not
create themselves. There is usually a
great deal of work involved. For much
of human history, what has been taken
as politics has consisted essentially of a
series of dramatic performances carried
out upon theatrical stages. One of the
great gifts of feminism to political
thought has been to continually remind
us of the people who are in fact making
and preparing and cleaning those
stages, and even more, maintaining the
invisible structures that make them
possible — people who have,
overwhelmingly, been women.
The normal process of politics of
course is to make such people
disappear. Indeed, one of the chief
functions of women’s work is to make
itself disappear. One might say that the
political ideal within direct action
circles has become to efface the
difference; or, to put it another way,
that action is seen as genuinely
revolutionary when the process of
production of situations is experienced

These however are questions of
strategy that go well beyond the scope
of the current essay. My purpose here
has been more modest. Revolutionary
theory, it seems to me, has in many
fronts advanced much less quickly than
revolutionary practice; my aim in
writing this has been to see if one could
work back from the experience of
direct action to begin to create some
new theoretical tools. They are hardly
meant to be definitive. They may not
even prove useful. But perhaps they
can contribute to a broader project of
re-imagining. I
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Society as congregation –
religion as binding spectacle
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mile Durkheim’s The
gradually” (1987: 59). The
Elementary Forms of
revolutionary emergence of
Camilla Power is senior lecturer in anthropology at
the Religious Life is a
symbolic thought required
the University of East London and a member of the the explosive motor and
frustrating and astonishing
Radical Anthropology Group. She has published
work. Published just before
transformational power of
many
articles on the evolutionary origins of ritual,
the First World War, the
ritual. Drawing mainly on the
gender and the use of cosmetics in African
book reached the brink of
ethnographies of Howitt, and
initiation. Here, she looks at the legacy of
the conclusion that human
Spencer and Gillen,
culture was created through
Durkheim described the
sociology’s founding father, Emile Durkheim.
communistic revolution. In
fevered pitch of excitement,
He implied that society was born in a communistic
Durkheim’s understanding,
emotion and intensive bouts
revolution. Does this theory still stand up?
the necessary vehicle for
of activity that marked
experience sufficiently
periods of ritual aggregation
intense and collective to create and
revolutionary emergence of
among Australian tribes. The terms of
structure society was ritual –
communistic ritual to be the source of
this description – of violent frenzy
periodically reiterated performance of
earliest human society. He implied it
harnessed through regularity of rhythm
a religious character, associated by
certainly: that thought and reason
and unifying movement in chant and
Durkheim with totemic cult action.
could only be born out of intense
dance – do not admit of any gradualist
The object of worship, under the
collectivity – the group’s lived
notion of the emergence of collective
“flag” of the totem, was society itself,
experience of “the sacred” creating
consciousness. It is revolutionary
or, as he puts it, “the determined
and sustaining ideal collective
through and through.
society called the clan” (1915: 206).
representations. He defined the sacred,
et, into his introduction,
Durkheim does not allow that social
as against profane, in terms of the
Durkheim had inserted a
thought, with its efficacy greater than
power to arouse and nourish those
cautionary disclaimer regarding
individual thought (1915: 228), can
collective representations. Through
come into being and be established
sacred ritual, the members of the group his investigation of “the old problem”
of the origin of religion. “To be sure,”
except through the violent and intense experienced collective intelligence as a
wrote Durkheim, “if by origin we are
emotional solidarity attained in sacred material power greater than mere
to understand the very first beginning,
ritual, the “collective effervescence”
individual intelligence, a power
involving all members of the
manifested visibly in the summoning of the question has nothing scientific
about it, and should be resolutely
constituted group as participants. In
the ritual congregation.
discarded. There was no given moment
other words, the origin of collective
when religion began to exist...” (1915:
thought, of symbolic culture, and of
For Durkheim and Mauss: “the first
8). This statement is at odds with
language itself, is unimaginable
logical categories were social
Durkheim’s own procedure throughout
without religious ritual. At origin,
categories; the first classes of things
the book, which aims to identify the
religion is no more and no less than a
were classes of men” (1963 [1902]:
essential character of the religious and
group’s collective consciousness of
82). In the ‘Conclusion’ to Elementary
to define religious representation by
itself as a group expressed through
Forms, Durkheim expounded the idea
examining the most ‘primitive’ forms
symbolism: “social life, in all its
of logical/conceptual thought and
of religion. And it is at odds with his
aspects and in every period of its
religious thought as coeval. The
own sharp distinction, drawn at the
history, is made possible only by a
emergence of conceptual thought was
end of the book, between animals who
vast symbolism” (1915: 231).
implicitly bound up in the first
“know only one world” and men who
symbolic construction of ‘society’.
The crucial, central chapters of
Before all, religion “is a system of ideas “alone have the faculty of conceiving
Elementary Forms are entitled ‘Origins with which the individuals represent to the ideal, of adding something to the
real” (1915: 421). Durkheim rejected
of These Beliefs’. The entire work is an themselves the society of which they
any explanation of this in terms of
argument, which Durkheim considered are members…This is its primary
men’s “natural faculty for idealising”
to be fully scientific, concerning the
function…” (1915: 225). As Léviwhich, he said, merely changes the
origin of religion, therefore of human
Strauss stated the case later, writing
terms of the problem, and does not at
culture itself. Yet Durkheim tiptoed
within Durkheim’s tradition: “Things
all resolve it. For him, religion (hence
back from the edge of declaring a
cannot have begun to signify
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culture) is purely a social product. But
Durkheim adopts positions which are
contradictory. He cannot
simultaneously maintain the distinction
between human collective
consciousness and animal individual
consciousness, reject out of hand any
godlike intervention in human
consciousness, and also assert that
“religion did not commence
anywhere”. Somewhere along the line
of human evolution religion arose;
something created it; we must presume
with Durkheim that humans did so.
This was an event, a revolution in
human social life.

W

ithin a few years of the
publication of Elementary
Forms, the Russian
revolution had galvanised massive
military and political reaction in the
capitalist west. This inevitably had
repercussions in western science, not
least in anthropology. To press the
argument on human origins any
further down Durkheim’s road,
towards validation of primitive
communism, became completely
ideologically unacceptable.
Malinowski’s and Radcliffe-Brown’s
various statements discrediting
speculation on origins provide evidence
enough for this. The door was firmly
slammed on discussion of human
cultural evolution within social
anthropology – the only discipline

which had sound claims to discuss the
subject. For the best part of a century,
progress in a science of religion and
mythology has come solely through the
work of Lévi-Strauss. The founder of
structuralism was able to evade the
political implications of carrying on
this work only by means of an extreme
idealism and a point-blank refusal to
discuss the question of ritual at all. The
current standing of Durkheim’s theory
that religion made us human is best
assessed by Ernest Gellner’s remarks in
Reason and Culture: “I do not know
whether this theory is true, and I doubt
whether anyone else knows either: but
the question to which it offers an
answer is a very real and serious one.
No better theory is available to answer
it” (1992: 37).
Gellner acknowledges that since
Durkheim’s discussion of the role of
religion and ritual in human culture
there has been no scientific progress on
the subject. At the same time, he
doubts whether the theory as it stands
is testable. One social anthropologist
who does consider that Durkheim’s
theory, with refinement and
modification, can be subject to
scientific testing is Chris Knight.
A marxist and structuralist, Knight
(1991) developed a model of human
cultural origins which incorporates
several key elements from Durkheim’s
work on religion – notably ‘totemic’

relations as central to earliest ritual; an
ideology of blood as the conceptual
root of clan solidarity; and particularly
menstrual taboos as the organising
principle behind rules of exogamy (for
the latter see especially Durkheim’s
Incest: the nature and origin of the
taboo, which may be regarded as an
early draft for Elementary Forms).
Knight’s more recent work on the
origin of ritual and language (1999)
continues the tradition of Durkheim’s
thinking on religious representations as
collective representations. In this essay
I will point to the convergences
between Durkheim’s and Knight’s
arguments. This modifies the theme of
‘Society realised in spectacle’ –
implying the passive status of onlooker
– to one of ‘Society realised through
pantomime’, with active participation
and involvement of all group members
in the performance.
In his commentary on Durkheim’s
scenario, Gellner refers to the doctrine
that in worshipping its god-symbol of
solidarity a society unwittingly
worships itself. This he considers “far
less interesting and important than the
view that what makes us human and
social is our capacity to be constrained
by compulsive concepts, and the theory
that the compulsion is instilled by
ritual” (1992: 37). Gellner’s précis of
the Durkheimian argument is apt, if
tongue-in-cheek:

Durkheim, the selfish gene – and the anthropological
The Année Sociologique school of the beginning of the
last century was led by Emile Durkheim and Marcel
Mauss. Their foundation journal was filled with
systematic sociological investigations of religion and
symbolic classification focused on ‘primitive’ or
‘elementary’ forms with universalising intent.
Today, a century on from this great project, social
anthropology has abandoned the task of explaining
religion entirely. Losing heart in the naïve belief in the
power of collective consciousness under the onslaught of
postmodern narrative and free-market economics, it has
also lost its way. Ironically, the people who have picked
up and dusted off Durkheim’s scientific study of religion
over the past decade are selfish-gene Darwinians.
Precisely because they are supreme methodological
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individualists, they find the group cultural phenomena of
religious symbolism fascinating and difficult to account
for. Never mind the amateur and unscholarly efforts of
Richard Dawkins – there have been several serious recent
studies of religion from evolutionary perspectives.
For cognitivists like Pascal Boyer and Scott Atran,
religion emerges as an evolutionary by-product, rather
than adaptation. The religious universe is populated with
counterintuitive entities resulting from cognitive misfires:
our folk models of physics, biology and psychology are
on a hair trigger to ascribe agency and intention even to
inanimate objects and nonhumans. These supernatural
beings may then be recruited as a kind of moral police
force against social defection. But this mentalist
approach still has to fall back on Durkheimian

“In the crazed frenzy of the collective
dance around the totem, each
individual psyche is reduced to a
trembling suggestive jelly: the ritual
then imprints the required shared
ideas, the collective representations, on
this malleable proto-social human
matter. It thereby makes it conceptbound, constrained and socially
clubbable.
“The morning after the rite the savage
wakes up with a bad hangover and a
deeply internalised concept. Thus, and
only thus, does ritual make us human”
(1992: 36-7).

T

he problem Durkheim addresses
is how a construct (such as ‘god’
or ‘supernatural potency’) can
be sufficiently identical in the minds of
members of any group to be labelled
and collectively referred to. Once this
has happened, the concept can be
summoned up by any member of the
collective at any time. As Gellner
suggests, an extremely tight
– compulsive – constraint is needed to
ensure that the concept be faithfully
transmitted. Error of transmission
would erode the process of
collectivisation. How can I be sure my
concept is the same as your concept, so
that one label will summon up both?
The solution proposed by Durkheim is
that collectivisation occurs through a
precise ritual sequence, demanding

unity and synchrony of action, highly
stereotyped, amplified and repetitive –
hence pantomime. In Durkheim’s
words:
“individual consciousnesses are closed
to each other; they can communicate
only by means of signs which express
their internal states. If the
communication established between
them is to become a real communion,
that is to say, a fusion of all particular
sentiments into one common
sentiment, the signs expressing them
must themselves be fused into one
single and unique resultant. It is the
appearance of this that informs
individuals that they are in harmony
and makes them conscious of their
moral unity. It is by uttering the same
cry, pronouncing the same word, or
performing the same gesture in regard
to some object that they become and
feel themselves to be in unison...
[collective representations] presuppose
that minds act and react upon one
another; they are the product of these
actions and reactions which are
themselves possible only through
material intermediaries. These latter
do not confine themselves to revealing
the mental state with which they are
associated; they aid in creating it.
Individual minds cannot come in
contact and communicate with each
other except by coming out of
themselves; but they cannot do this

except by movements. So it is the
homogeneity of these movements that
gives the group consciousness of itself
and consequently makes it exist.
When this homogeneity is once
established and these movements
have once taken a stereotyped form,
they serve to symbolise the
corresponding representations. But
they symbolise them only because
they have aided in forming them”
(1915: 230-1) (my emphasis).
Gellner is right to focus on this aspect
of Durkheim’s understanding: the
compulsive constraint of ritual action
as critical to the formation of the
symbolic domain.

L

ike Durkheim, Knight
concentrates on the issue of
communication. Eighty years on,
he can draw on the theory of animal
signals and communication developed
by evolutionary biologists John Krebs
and Richard Dawkins, and the
‘Handicap Principle’ of Amotz Zahavi.
Krebs and Dawkins (1984) argue that
the evolution of an animal signal is
likely to pursue one of two routes. If it
is basically honest or cooperative,
containing good information, then the
receiver has a strong interest in
decoding it. In this case, signalling
costs are liable to be minimised, and
signals become increasingly efficient.
If, on the other hand, a signal is

conundrum at the heart of ritual
mechanisms of ritual collective effervescence to render
the ‘gods’ morally authoritative. Other hardcore
Darwinians like John Maynard Smith, William Irons and
Richard Sosis view religion as adaptive strategy. They
place ritual central to the question – as Durkheim did –
to argue that religion functions as a costly signal of
commitment, effectively the force that binds groups of
individuals in a Darwinian world.
I first wrote the previously unpublished essay above in the
early 1990s and have updated it for publication here. I
could just as well have called it ‘Durkheim and the selfish
gene’ or ‘Durkheim and Darwinian signal evolution
theory’. But it also points to a deep-going conundrum at
the heart of ritual. For Durkheim and those
anthropologists he most influenced – Mary Douglas,

Victor Turner, Roy Rappaport – ritual was the matrix of
social and symbolic life. Yet ritual regularly turns the
world upside down. How come ritual enables the making
of the rules, yet its enactment entails breaking the rules?
This tension in social anthropology was expressed
through a diametric opposition between Lévi-Strauss and
Durkheim in their attitude towards ritual. That same axis
is evident today among Darwinians, between evolutionary
psychologists and evolutionary anthropologists. For the
former, as for Lévi-Strauss and Chomsky, minds have an
innate architecture predetermining possible behaviours;
whereas the latter discuss variable strategies for both
animals and humans. To change the world, animals
change their behaviour – literally taking direct action on
the world. Ritual, for Durkheim, is the direct action that
changed animals to humans.
Camilla Power
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dishonest, manipulative or exploitative,
it is likely to evolve in the direction of
high amplification, and become
increasingly costly. The signaller finds
a ‘resistance’ developing in the receiver
of the signal, who has little interest in
decoding the poor or misleading
information contained in the signal. To
overcome this resistance, a signal
which aims to exploit tends to become
exaggerated and elaborated. Typical
examples in the animal world are
found in the highly
stereotyped behavioural
sequences of courtship
‘ritual’ where individuals of
either sex may have
conflicts of interest
regarding reproductive
strategies. Krebs (2006: 29)
acknowledges that there is
no basic disagreement here with
Zahavi’s (1975) Handicap Principle.
To prove honesty or reliability, signals
must increase in cost above a threshold
that deters ‘cheats’ from using signals
dishonestly. In this view, more or less
conflict between signaller and signal
receiver drives costs higher or lower.

circuitous and obscure, and employs
psychical mechanisms that are too
complex to allow the ordinary
observer to see whence it comes. As
long as scientific analysis does not
come to teach it to them, men know
well that they are acted upon, but they
do not know by whom” (1915: 209).

I

t is in the subsequent passage that
Durkheim tips over from
materialism into idealism. Realising

constrained by morality (moral action,
in Durkheimian terms, being what
leads to greater solidarity). In his day,
he lacked any information, particularly
from primatology, on the politics of
animal strategies. So, he was unable to
concretise any notion of conflicts of
interest, or to consider the social
structure of his hypothetical groups.
Among primates, increasing group size
tends to foster greater political activity,
in terms of the formation of coalitions
and alliances, coalitions
being used to buffer
animals against the
increasing costs of group
life. Such coalitions are
liable to be kin-based,
and may be female kinbonded or male
kin-bonded, depending
on ecological factors such as foraging
requirements, habitat, and predation
risk. The basic tenet of the
Machiavellian intelligence hypothesis is
that increasing complexity in
primate/hominin social life led to
selection pressure for greater
intelligence and bigger brain-size. The
larger the group, the more the
problems of group living will require
negotiated solutions, political alliances
and tactical deception.

“Ritual, for Durkheim, is the
direct action that changed
animals to humans”

Knight (1999: 230-231) examines the
two key components of human
symbolic communication – language
and ritual – in the light of this theory.
Human speech stands out as the most
energy-efficient, highly encoded
system of communication known,
hence can only be understood to have
evolved within a cooperative, nonmanipulative, basically honest
framework. Human ritual, by
contrast, is generally highly amplified,
loud, repetitive, conspicuous and
stereotyped, and frequently deceptive
or illusion-inducing. That ritual may
be used by social groups to
manipulate or exploit other groups is
a notion familiar to social
anthropologists (see for example
Andrew Lattas 1989, where male
initiate groups ritually appropriate
and exploit female reproductive
powers). Knight draws the inference
that at origin, human ritual had a
manipulative evolutionary function. It
constituted deceptive signalling,
though within a collective framework.
Durkheim acknowledges the deceptive
character of religious systems: “social
action follows ways that are too
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that to create collective representations
and to develop group consciousness
humans require the compulsive
constraint of ritual performance, and
realising the manipulative character of
ritual, Durkheim appeals to the idea
that men create some imaginary
foreign agency to act upon themselves.
Here he arrives at a logical absurdity.
He posits the emergence of
manipulative symbols and then
ascribes their origin to the very victims
of this manipulation.
Although Durkheim counterposed
animal consciousness to human
consciousness, he made no attempt to
acquaint himself with the Darwinian
evolutionary theory of his day. He also
resolutely opposed marxist theory,
with its emphasis on struggle,
contradiction and conflict. The result
was that he stumbled up against this
paradox – of manipulators
manipulating themselves. In
Darwinian evolutionary terms, this
makes no sense. No animal can exploit
itself. It is impossible to understand
how a process of selection would have
led to a group of individuals
developing and elaborating a
manipulative, deceptive, energyexpensive system of signalling for the
purpose of exploiting itself as a group.
Durkheim clearly understood animal
individual consciousness as ‘selfish’,
motivated by individual interest, as
against human collective consciousness

Durkheim’s difficulty is that in jumping
from animal to human consciousness,
from the purely individual to the fully
collective, he is in fact being too
radical. Any truly human collectivity
that arose must have developed on the
basis of a proto-human society
structured in coalitions. Durkheim’s
theory of the origin of human society
in ritual can be made to work once it is
understood that within any wider
grouping there exist coalitions with
potentially conflicting interests. Now it
becomes possible to hypothesise
coalitions being motivated to use
deceptive signalling for the purpose of
exploiting individuals within the group
or even other coalitions. Nevertheless,
the use of symbols for manipulation,
and the use of symbols to create a
solidary society appear, on the face of
it, to be contradictory ideas.
Theorists of Machiavellian intelligence
(Byrne and Whiten 1988) pay much
attention to instances of individualistic

tactical deception in primate behaviour,
which, they suppose, prefigure
symbolic behaviour. Knight points out
that collective deception is unknown
among non-human primates whereas
the human symbolic domain consists
of collective deceptions. Knight follows
Durkheim’s own line by identifying
collective deceptions as collective
representations. Symbolism, he argues,
involves communicating about a
displaced world – a domain of
disembodied fantasy elements or
collective representations.
Communicators without shared ritual
would have had no such displaced
domain to refer to.
The generation of a collective
repertoire of structured disembodied
fantasies cannot be explained by
theorists of Machiavellian intelligence
on the basis of individualistic tactical
deception, Knight writes. If a primate
signals deceptively to its companions
that it can see a leopard, for the
purpose of distracting those
companions, they may at first react as
if the leopard is there, but as soon as
they realise it is not, they have no
interest in sharing and maintaining the
fantasy. To explain the production of a
set of shared fantasies, tactical
deception must involve the signalling
activity not of individuals but of
groups. But who? What groups would
have shared sufficient motivation and
sufficient of the same interests to have
engaged in high-cost deceptive
signalling as collectives? And how,
given the localised nature of
coalitionary activity, would such
improbable behaviour be collectivised
across a species?
Knight’s concrete hypothesis on human
origins (1991, 1999) offers an
immediate solution. He proposes that
proto-human society was most
cohesively structured through female
coalitionary activity and that, within
coalitions, females would have shared
very strong interests in manipulating
males, their mates, to help provision
their increasingly dependent and largebrained offspring. Knight suggests the
first human rituals were performed by
collectives of women, for the purpose
of exploiting male muscle power in the
hunt. Women, in coalitions, adopted a

strategy of refusing sex
to any male who did
not return ‘home’ with
meat from his kill.
Clearly, the more
widespread this
strategy, the wider the
collectivity of
coalitions, the more
likely it was to succeed.
In creating a
collectively displayed
‘NO’ signal, women
were engaging in
collective deception,
the essential message to
be transmitted to males
being “we are not
sexually available
females”.
The sex-strike could be
conveyed most
emphatically by
signalling “wrong
species; wrong sex”.
Since males would
A Himba woman from Namibia grinds red ochre in
reasonably be expected
preparation for a ritual
to question this
message, says Knight,
symbolic communication without
such a ‘NO’ signal would require
speech, the reverse relationship does
amplification through energetically
not hold: Pleistocene minds not as yet
expensive, repetitive, highly
structured by communal ritual could
iconographic pantomime. This
pantomime would have been collective. not have evolved speech. Without
shared ritual, speakers would not have
The emergence of fully symbolic ritual
had a domain of shared fantasies to
can be explained in this way. By this
which to refer. Durkheim says no more
hypothesis, the primary collective
representation would have been one of and no less than this in the passage
periodic female inviolability, associated quoted above where he discusses ritual
action as the original mode of
by Knight with the construction of
menstrual taboos, these being part of a communication giving rise to collective
consciousness:
generalised blood taboo, linking the
blood of women and the blood of
“When this homogeneity is once
animals, and imposed on the hunters’
established and these movements have
kills.
once taken a stereotyped form, they
itual itself, in Knight’s view,
serve to symbolise the corresponding
constituted the symbolic
representations. But they symbolise
domain. Ritual action
them only because they have aided in
constructed the world to which
forming them” (1915: 231).
humans, as they created symbolic
speech, could henceforth refer. Acted
Without the stable set of symbols,
out in pantomime, the set of collective
generated by the ritual domain, “social
deceptions did not need to be referred
sentiments could have only a
to using vocal labels. To the extent that precarious existence,” Durkheim
they are danced or otherwise acted out
continues. If the ritual action, the
in full, without reliance on speech, the
pantomime which expresses the
result is ritual, Knight writes. But
collective sentiment, is connected “with
where ritual may be effective as
something that endures, the sentiments
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themselves become more durable.” In
Durkheim’s view, that something is
“these systems of emblems...
indispensable for assuring the
continuation of this consciousness.”
He warns, “we must refrain from
regarding these symbols as simple
artifices, as sorts of labels attached to
representations already made, in order
to make them more manageable: they
are an integral part of them.”

I

n Knight’s terms, what endures is
the set of stable communal
fantasies, a collective repertoire
structuring the minds of all members
of the group. The periodic recurrence
of the sex-strike with its necessary
ritual would establish periodic and
habitual enactment of, and reference
to, that collective repertoire. It is
extraordinary to realise that in Incest:
the nature and origin of the taboo,
published in 1898, Durkheim
prefigured these ideas. He specifically
aligned women’s “sacred” state at
menstruation to the creation of rules of
exogamy; he saw women at
menstruation as exercising a “type of
repulsing action which keeps the other
sex far from them” (1963: 75). He
recognised that this defined the
structure of so-called primitive
societies, by keeping husband and wife
effectively in separate camps. Women’s
sacred quality at menstruation he

regarded as contingent on the generally
sacred character of blood in totemic
cultures, most powerfully expressed in
identification with the blood of the
animal chosen as clan emblem.
Given that ritual is the essential
precondition for symbolic speech,
there appears to be another paradox.
Ritual has evolved as a highly
manipulative, energy-expensive,
signalling system; symbolic speech as
a super-efficient, low-cost, cooperative
signalling system. What is ultimately
the most cooperative of
communications systems depends for
its creation on the most powerfully
manipulative. Again, the sex-strike
model is able to solve the problem.
Symbolic speech developed as the
mode of communication among
members of any sex-strike coalition to
refer to their own ritual constructs.
Ritual served to communicate at high
amplitude across coalitionary/gender
boundaries. In Knight’s words:
“Ritual was a system of pantomimed
representations – acted out concepts.
Speech was the means through
which participants communicated to
one another about such
representations or concepts.”
Here, ritual and speech can be
understood as coeval and
interdependent aspects of the

symbolic domain. That women would
have been the initiators of ritual
action for establishing the sex-strike
in no way implies that men were not
participants in ritual. To the extent
men related to women as kin, as sons
and brothers, they were included in
collective action; to the extent they
were marital or sexual partners, they
would be excluded. The ritual display
would be directed at them. Here we
see the two sides of ‘Society realised in
Pantomime’ and ‘Society realised in
Spectacle’ as complementary and
interdependent. If we posit an original
dual organisation system as the
simplest model, we can imagine
one moiety would realise society
through pantomime, their display
offering to the other moiety society
realised in spectacle.
But the nature of the display and the
nature of the offering are profoundly
paradoxical. Society is realised in the
shattering of all normal rules.
Durkheim produces a magnificent
passage, again drawing on the
Australian ethnographers, to describe
the advancing “avalanche” of an
Aboriginal religious ceremony (1915:
216), a corrobboree. Collective
sentiment can only be expressed
through movement in unison; cries and
gestures become rhythmic and regular,
but:
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“they lose nothing of their natural
violence; a regulated tumult remains a
tumult. The human voice is not
sufficient for the task;...boomerangs
are beaten; bull-roarers are
whirled...these instruments...express in
a more adequate fashion the agitation
felt. But while they express it, they also
strengthen it. This effervescence often
reaches such a point that it causes
unheard-of actions. The passions
released are of such an impetuosity
that they can be restrained by nothing.
They are so far removed from their
ordinary conditions of life, and they
are so thoroughly conscious of it, that
they feel that they must set themselves
outside of and above their ordinary
morals. The sexes unite contrarily to
the rules governing sexual relations.
Men exchange wives with each other.
Sometimes even incestuous unions,
which in normal times are thought
abominable and are severely punished,
are now contracted openly and with
impunity” (my emphasis).
Durkheim’s silence on the implications
of this is astounding. He has had the
honesty to pursue his scientific
argument to the point where he
understands the mechanics of ritual
action as the matrix of social thought;
yet he passes over in silence this
passage describing such actions,
literally, as thought socially
abominable. He does not stop to ask,
what on earth is going on? That
Gellner, in his appreciation of the
scope and power of Durkheim’s
argument on ritual as the generator of
collective representation, also passes
over this key ethnographic illustration
in silence is equally astounding. LéviStrauss at least did react; he did
address the issue, but his reaction was
hardly less astounding. Having
refrained throughout the length of
Mythologiques from discussing the
question of ritual, he saved for the
final pages of the final volume the
following: ritual amounts to a
“bastardisation of thought”; ritual
“reduces, or rather vainly tries to
reduce, the demands of thought to an
extreme limit, which can never be
reached, since it would involve the
actual abolition of thought.” In these
final pages of The Naked Man (1981:
675-9), Lévi-Strauss reveals how

“‘Muu’s abode’, called ‘woman’s
turbid menstruation’ or ‘the dark
deep whirlpool’ is populated by
fantastic monsters, sticky tentacled
aquatic creatures and blood-red
savage animals”
precisely dialectically he opposes
Durkheim.
There is a deep-going anomaly here.
Socially aberrant behaviour, that is the
casting aside of normal constraints,
appears as intrinsic to the process of
compulsively constraining our social
constructs. Lévi-Strauss dealt with the
anomaly by dismissing the entirety of
ritual as anti-thought. Of course, with
an ‘exchange of women’ model, with
men structuring society by instituting
the rule of exogamy, ritual shattering
that rule is anti-thought, anti-structure.
For Durkheim, who did not deal with
the anomaly, the ritual domain
structures social thought.

I

n The Structure of Scientific
Revolutions, Thomas Kuhn
discussed how scientific
communities, when they acquire a
paradigm, also acquire “a criterion for
choosing problems”, the problems
which, within the terms of the
paradigm, can be assumed to have
solutions. “To a great extent these are
the only problems which the
community will admit as scientific or
encourage its members to undertake,”
Kuhn writes. “Other problems,
including many that had previously
been standard, are rejected as
metaphysical, as the concern of
another discipline, or sometimes as just
too problematic to be worth the time”
(1970: 37). Social anthropology, for
the best part of a century, has so
rejected “the old problem of the origin
of religion”. Scientific revolutions,
paradigm-shifts, are precipitated by
anomalies. Yet, according to Kuhn’s
thinking, it is only a scientific

community based in a rigid,
conservative, detailed and precise
theoretical structure who will be able
consequently to detect anomaly.
Confident in their expectation of
finding everything ‘normal’, such a
community will recognise
‘abnormality’ and will be thrown into
a state of crisis by it. Lévi-Strauss,
rigid, conservative, theoretically precise
– because he knew what he expected to
find – recognised ritual as anomaly,
and was thrown into crisis by it. The
rest of social anthropology, including
Durkheim, blatantly ignored the
question. Yet the irony is that
Durkheim’s theory of ritual origins, in
the modified, updated version of the
sex-strike proposed by Knight, readily
deals with the problem. The sex-strike
ritual is inevitably anti-marital; it
should reverse the whole polarity of
society, changing marriage for kinship.
The theory predicts the possibility of
incestuous union in the structuring of
society as men exchange sex partners
for kin partners.
Lévi-Strauss was able to handle ritual
where it was mitigated by language,
where it corresponds to symbolic
speech, referring to and
communicating about the concepts
structured in the domain of ritual
action. A case in point is his beautiful
essay, The Effectiveness of Symbols,
from the collection in Structural
Anthropology which he dedicated to
Durkheim. He discusses the highly
ritualised great incantation of the Cuna
shaman, the purpose of which is to aid
a woman in difficult childbirth (1977:
186ff.). The cure is structured as the
journey of the shaman and his helpers
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to the supernatural world to do battle
with the malevolent power who has
taken over the woman’s spirit, and
restore her spirit or double to her.
All this would seem commonplace,
says Lévi-Strauss, but for the specific
information of the text.

T

he malevolent power, Muu, is
the very force of female fertility,
indispensable to childbirth itself,
who has exceeded her powers and
must be brought under control, but by
no means allowed to escape. The
journey undertaken by the shaman,
along “Muu’s Way”, is not to some
imaginary underworld, but literally
represents exploration of the woman’s
interior, through the vagina into the
uterus. The woman’s insides are the
real dwelling place of Muu; the
shaman must enter and explore this
internal world, restoring order by
mapping the disturbed wilderness with
a social, mythical geography. A cure
can be effected when the woman is
able to confront and order her own
pain through a collectively represented
logic of her own interior world,
rendering coherent what has become
incoherent and chaotic.

It would be possible, arguably, to
examine the syntax of this mythical
journey to the woman’s interior within
Knight’s template. “Muu’s abode”,
called “woman’s turbid menstruation”
or “the dark deep whirlpool” is
populated by fantastic monsters, sticky
tentacled aquatic creatures and bloodred savage animals, which are opposed
by forces of shining white light, the tallhatted nelegan, the shaman’s spirit
helpers, who light up “Muu’s Way”
with their penetration. To ensure Muu
does not escape, the “Lords of the wild
animals” are summoned, along with a
people of “Bowmen” – who may
reasonably be understood to be
hunters; they confront Muu’s wetness
with astringency, dry entanglements of
netting and clouds of dust barring her
path.
But what I want to focus on is how
completely Lévi-Strauss applies
Durkheim’s own theory on the
function of ritual action in his analysis
of the way the chant rouses and
sustains the collective representations
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necessary to effect the cure. By far the
largest part of the text consists of
minutely detailed descriptions of
physical movement, actions, with the
various arrivals and departures of the
midwife and the shaman repeatedly
described, as if “filmed in slow
motion”, and with flashbacks.
“Everything occurs,” Lévi-Strauss
comments, “as though the shaman
were trying to induce the sick woman
whose contact with reality is no doubt
impaired and whose sensitivity is
exacerbated – to relive the initial
situation through pain, in a very
precise and intense way” (1977: 193).
By locating events and actions actually
within the body of the woman, a
transition can “be made from the most
prosaic reality to myth, from the
physical universe to the physiological
universe, from the external world to
the internal body...the myth being
enacted in the internal body must
retain throughout the vividness and the
character of lived experience...through
an appropriate obsessing technique.”
Lévi-Strauss goes on to describe the
technique: “in breathless rhythm, a
more and more rapid oscillation
between mythical and physiological
themes, as if to abolish in the mind of
the sick woman the distinction which
separates them, and to make it
impossible to differentiate their
respective attributes.”
By constant reiteration of the physical
actions and process, by making the
woman live through these movements
– her own and others’ – and by the
interweaving of mythical and physical
events, the woman’s consciousness is
being constrained to focus on the
mythical fantastic symbols of her own
interior. “The sick woman believes in
the myth and belongs to a society
which believes in it,” says Lévi-Strauss
(1977: 197). The spirits, the monsters
and magical animals are “part of a
coherent system on which the native
conception of the universe is founded.
The sick woman accepts these
mythical beings...what she does not
accept are the incoherent and
arbitrary pains...which the shaman,
calling upon myth, will re-integrate
within a whole where everything is
meaningful.”

The shaman, as Lévi-Strauss puts it,
“provides the sick woman with a
language” (1977: 198). What LéviStrauss fails to say, though it is there in
his description, is that the shaman
creates the language through constant
and precisely detailed repetition of
imagined and real physical actions – in
other words through pantomime. It is
by these means that he constrains in
consciousness the constructs of myth –
collective representations.
Lévi-Strauss finishes his essay with a
comparison of the methods of the
shaman and of Freudian
psychoanalysis. In doing so he
descends to an extraordinary
reductionism, positing biochemical
processes – literally, the balance of
“polynucleids in the nerve cells” – as
the source of mythical structures. “The
effectiveness of symbols” amounts to
the alignment of “formally
homologous structures, built out of
different materials at different levels of
life – organic processes, unconscious
mind, rational thought” (1977: 201).
These pre-existing mental structures
“as an aggregate form what we call the
unconscious”, itself “reducible to a
function – the symbolic function,
which no doubt is specifically human,
and which is carried out according to
the same laws among all men, and
actually corresponds to the aggregate
of these laws” (1977: 202-3). Having
been completely Durkheimian in his
description of the psychosocial cure of
the woman, Lévi-Strauss reverts here
to an implacable opposition. He offers
an untestable, circular and idealist
hypothesis, which fails completely to
address just how and why humans
alone have a symbolic function.

D

urkheim, of course, rejected
this utterly. Religious
representations were purely
social products, imposed on the
individual through the action – the
ritual action – of the collective. Any
explanation for their existence in terms
of “man’s natural faculty for
idealising” was no sort of explanation;
it was a retreat from the problem. LéviStrauss is guilty of such a retreat into
the realm of the unknowable and
unconscious. My argument here is that
it is clear why he had to retreat that

way. He was unable to acknowledge
the power of Durkheim’s theory of
ritual origins, because if he did, he
knew he faced the problem that ritual
action, involving the celebration of
incest, none the less functioned as the
means to compulsively constrain social
constructs. The resolution of this
problem so deeply offended his own
theoretical premise of the “avoidance
of incest/exchange of women” that he
recognised it as anomaly. To escape the
problem, he had to posit a purely
idealist – and unknowable – origin of
human symbolic consciousness. This
freed him to carry on the study of
symbolic structures in the realm of
myth – the mind left “to commune
with itself” – on condition that he
could avoid analysing those disturbing
elements of ritual action that so
threatened his premise. So
handicapped, Lévi-Strauss could
pursue the science of religion.
Lévi-Strauss was less guilty than most.
The structural-functionalists, the
dominant power in anthropology
during the middle of the last century,
did not even develop a science of
religion. They were quite happy with
Durkheim’s idea of the god-symbol as
a kind of lid slammed on top of
‘society’ to maintain its structure in
functional harmony. They did not want
to hear about ritual collectivity
creating solidarity at the point of
human origins, since this led to
conclusions politically unacceptable to
them. With speculation on origins
disallowed, Durkheim could be
decontaminated. His god-symbol
doctrine, provided it was cut away
from the root understanding of ritual

power as the original, revolutionary,
consciousness-transforming social
power – that was fine. Cut away from
the root, it could be rendered harmless,
idealist, ideologically sound. As Gellner
says, the god-symbol doctrine is not
the most interesting of Durkheim’s
ideas. Let’s pay more attention to
what’s going on under the lid, the
seething, boiling “collective
effervescence”.
What’s exciting about social
anthropology today is that the heavy
ideological burdens are slowly being
shed. Durkheim’s theory – and as
Gellner says, it’s still the best theory
going – has now been developed to a
form where it is amenable to testing. In
the specific form of Knight’s sex-strike
hypothesis, it generates predictions
sufficiently precise and sufficiently
improbable to be put to the test. And it
answers the paradoxes. Are there
social anthropologists out there as
adventurous as the Cuna shaman,
ready to venture down “Muu’s Way”
and bring to light the “dark whirlpool,
woman’s turbid menstruation”?
Perhaps we can now map and explore
the fertile source of those ritual
monstrosities – the original collective
representations of humankind. I
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language, art and symbolic culture – everything it is to be
human. Our ancestors were strategists who manipulated, or,
let’s say, organised male behaviour using their sexuality and
sociality to gain their ends (ie, feed the kids). Human nature
was not forged in the historic period of social inequality. We
evolved in Africa’s Rift Valley, in small-scale, face-to-face
societies where no one was richer or poorer. Early modern
humans had attitude; they demanded respect: “Don’t mess
with me! I’m as good as you are.” One of the later Darwin
seminars hosted by Cronin at the London School of
Economics proved very effectively that people are healthier
in more equal societies. Let’s hope she passed this on to the
New Labourites, recommending they tax the rich and pour
funds into the NHS, on Darwinian grounds. I
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Darwinist family values

The last word

Most people, if pushed, will justify
their political opinions, or lack of
them, by reference to human nature
– to what humans always have
done, to what humans have always
been like. Take the perennial
political football of the family and
‘family values’. The whole subject
of the break-up of the family is in
the ether; it dominates the media.
The right has hijacked such issues;
the silence from the feminists and
the hard left is deafening. But are
we to believe that issues of child
support, one-parent families and
who pays for the babies, the
massive under-utilisation of male
energies and the growing sector of
cheap, insecure, female part-time
labour are of no importance for
the left? And who can we turn to
for answers?

“There’s more than one
way to run a family”

Some would seem to be in a better position than most.
Darwinian thinkers, for example, are explicitly concerned
with what human nature is, and try to solve such problems
as how females in the evolutionary past directed male
labour and energy to their offspring. Obviously, the same
questions are pertinent today. And, as any anthropologist
could tell you, there’s more than one way to run a family.
George Bush Sr may have wished that American families
were more like The Waltons than The Simpsons, but both
had a great deal more in common than our real-life Fred
and Wilma Flintstone ancestors. Contrary to popular belief,
the nuclear family, dysfunctional or not, did not emerge in
the Stone Age and continue unchanged into the Nuclear
Age. Unfortunately, some Darwinians seem more wedded to
popular prejudice than science. Take Helena Cronin, author
of a respected work of modern Darwinian thinking, The
Ant and the Peacock. A few years ago, she was pontificating
in The Guardian on how Darwinian theory should inform
New Labourite social policy. Unsurprisingly, her
recommendations revolved around the nuclear family. But
why? Let’s focus on just one notoriously thorny issue,
consider what anthropologists and Darwinians have to say
about it, and, hopefully, in the process, nail a few myths.
The issue is that of the ‘single mum’. At about the time of
Cronin’s article, the press were busy publishing
sensationalist ‘why oh why’ stories when it was revealed
that a 12-year-old had given birth to a child. Of course, this
is shocking. But is it, as they claimed, so horribly unnatural?
On one level, yes. What disturbs us about a 12-year-old
giving birth is that a girl can be sexually and physically
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mature when socially and
psychologically she may not be
able to cope. But this is an artefact
of our modern ways of life. In our
evolutionary past, this just would
not happen. Fertility is governed
by nutritional state. In the
environment of our huntergatherer past, girls would not get
pregnant until late teens, giving
them time to learn the social and
sexual ropes. The problem arises in
our overfed society because
children can become physically
mature long before they are
socially adult. We experience this
as a moral disjunction.

But on another level, it is, in
evolutionary terms, not that odd
at all. The press were concerned
about the lack of a father. But it
turns out that the baby boy had
the support of a vigorous grandmother of 26 – not so alone
after all. The presence of other close female relatives was
not reported, but as it stands, the kinship structure of this
household may be typical of human evolution. In evolution,
so-called ‘single’ mothers formed the nucleus of close-knit
coalitions of female kin. The most recent heroine of
narratives of how we became human is the grandmother.
Her strategies forged the peculiar pattern of human life
history, with a long lifespan following menopause. By
working overtime foraging, providing high-energy weaning
foods for her daughter’s offspring, grandma enabled her
daughter to wean quicker, and have more, well-nourished
babies. Grandmothers, in other words, fuelled the evolution
of large human brains. Males may have been useful now
and then, providing meat feasts on a hit-and-miss basis. But
grandma delivered day in, day out. Males could come and
go. She could be depended on.
That’s not of course to say that females wouldn’t tap into
the energies of at least one male if they could. Among
indigenous peoples all over Amazonia, until recent
interference by missionaries, it turns out that the most
successful female strategy was to have backup fathers for
each offspring. Their ideology insisted that any man who
contributed sperm is one of several fathers of the child. So
much for the nuclear family.
It is true that all human societies – by stark contrast with
primate societies – place sexual behaviour within some moral
Continued on page 25

